MODEL No. REC-530Y

Al strands : 28mm(240mm²)
Cu strands : 28mm(250mm²)
ACSR : 19mm(120mm²) (Single strand steel core)

SPECIFICATIONS
- Ram stroke : 21mm
- Motor : 14.4 VDC
- Reservoir capacity : 100cc
- Output force : 60 kN

SIZE
- 372(L) x 265(H) x 70(W) mm

WEIGHT
- 4.1kg (less battery)

ACCESSORIES
- Shoulder strap,
- Plastic carrying case,
- Battery and charger
  (See selection Battery & Compatibility Chart)

FEATURES

The REC-530Y is a scissors type cutter used to cut ACSR cables up to 556 KCM, as well as copper cables to 750 KCM and aluminum cables up to 30mm outer diameter.

All cuts are clean with a minimal amount of cable distortion, which allows for easy connector installation on cables.

The head can be rotated 180 degrees for greater maneuverability in working quarters.

The keeper plate prevents jaws from spreading apart when cutting ACSR.

The number of cuts per charge for 19mm ACSR (336 KCM) :
230 cuts/BP-70MH

REMARKS

Specify charger input voltage.

* Battery operated scissors type cutter
* LED lights when battery capacity becomes low
* Light weight and slim design
* Pistol type design
* 14.4VDC powerful motor
* Right or Left handed operation
* 180 degrees swivel head
* Optional DC charger
* Quality backed by ISO9001